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GERMANY OVER ALL, after all? Will Germany again terrorize the world community? 
Germans are gaining control of all of Europe while the American and British peoples 
continue their nosedive to oblivion.

Historian Walter Russel Mead states that "the Germans are back and ready to lead. There 
is no doubt that an awesome new European superpower is in the formative stage, forming 
around a reunified and confident Germany." 

Ignorant America basks in its temporary role as the only superpower left, blind to the dark 
shadows crossing over the European continent as the German eagle ascends again. The 
plain truth is that Germany poses a clear and present danger to world order. Is that so far-
fetched? Didn't Germany start WWI and WWII? Weren't they our sworn enemy just a 
generation ago? Aren't they a nation in denial, never truly repenting of their wickedness, 
just laying low and keeping quiet until the time is ripe for their revival? And isn't Germany 
the darling of the Vatican, prepared to push for Rome's imperial restoration? The "new 
Europe" is actually nothing less than a remodeled "Holy Roman Empire" in the making! 
Germany and the Vatican are the main instigators behind European integration.

"This Germany," writes A.M. Rosenthal in The New York Times, "is destined to be the most 
powerful nation on earth." Wouldn't such raw power be abused? Doesn't the Bible and 
history warn us to beware the Beast!?  Why are we helping to create such a Frankenstein 
monster? And why would the United States allow Germany to establish military bases in 
Alamogordo, New Mexico? Something the Pentagon admits is a first in American history. 
Haven't we heard about the Trojan Horse? Will betrayed Americans cry: "Remember the 
Alamo"?

As duly noted in Beyond Babylon: Europe's Rise and Fall (www.provide.net/~tnm/bb.htm),
"GERMANY is clearly the HEAD of this emerging EUROSTATE." Meanwhile, legitimate 
concerns and questions remain. Which way will Germany lead their European body? And 
how soon before they'll throw their weight around the rest of the world?


